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ProQuest Historic Map Works™
Now Available from the State Library
Discover the physical places of the past—
from big cities to small farms—
with Historic Map Works™. With access to
more than five centuries of maps, genealogists, historians, and researchers can
gain insight into how physical and human
geographies have changed over time.
The core of the collection consists of land
ownership (cadastral) maps illustrating
the geographic and developmental history of the United States.
Historic Map Works collections include:
Property Maps: over 1.5 million cadastral maps cover the development of
the United States since the late 1700's
to the present day.
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Antique Maps: over 100,000 antiquarian maps covering the world from the
15th to 19th centuries, mostly drawn
from the University of Southern Maine's
Osher Map Library.
Directories & Illustrations: with tens of
thousands of related listings, images,
business ads, and statistics from city
directories, atlases, bird’s eye views,
and more.
The special attention given to image
quality allows users to see the details that
are so important to the use of maps in
research. High-resolution digital scanning
clearly reproduces even the smallest features, including street and property
names, plat dimensions, and structural
details.
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The straightforward interface lets users
search Historic Maps Works by keywords,
location names, and other advanced features. Unique search features include:
World Map uses an intuitive point-andclick world map to help locate data visually.
Search by Address finds maps by street
name, city, and state. Plus, by using the
Geo-code functionality, you can compare a modern Google map with the historic map to see details over time.
GPS Mapfinder pinpoints maps via latitude
and longitude coordinates, using the geocoded map data.
Points of Interest features over 60 different
“Points of Interest” such as buildings, cemeteries, churches, hospitals, lakes, parks,

summits, by which to browse maps.
Features like image previews, zoom in/out,
and image cropping make reviewing and
using the maps easy.
You will find the link to ProQuest Historic Map
Works on our website, under Databases A to
Z. State employees may remotely access
the maps with their State Library of Ohio
library card. If you do not have a card, register for one on our website. If you currently
have a card but can’t find your card number, or need assistance, call us at 614-6447051.
ProQuest Historic MapWorks complements
our collection of historic print maps and atlases. If you are in need of a print map,
please contact us to see if we may have it
in our print collection.

Ask a Librarian
Question: I have heard a lot in the news
about vehicle recalls lately. Is there a way I
can check to see if my vehicle has been
recalled for safety issues?

which lists all the makes and models of
vehicles with recalls. In addition, you may
enter your VIN number to see if the issues
with your vehicle have been addressed.

Answer: The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) maintains a website

The website is http://www.safercar.gov/.
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